The star graph is an attractive alternative to hypercube. The pancake graph has n! nodes and generates edge using exchange of a symbol that composes a node address like star graph. The half pancake graph is a new network where the network cost of pancake graph is reduced by half. We suggest embedding algorithm among these networks. The half pancake HP n was embedded on pancake P n with dilation 1 and congestion 1. The half pancake P n was embedded on star graph S n with dilation 1.5n-2, average dilation about 0.25n+4, and congestion 6. The pancake P n was embedded on star graph S n with dilation 1.5n. All the three of embedding were one-to-one embedding with expansion 1.
Introduction
In June 2015, U.S. president Barack Obama signed the executive order outlining the establishment of national strategic computing initiative (NSCI) to make the world's top supercomputer. The supercomputer is to be made by NSCI by 2025 and is 1 × 10 18 flops. To date, supercomputers have been used in a lot of calculations at rapid rate in many fields such as meteorological research, weather forecast, quantum mechanics, flying simulation, nuclear fusion, space exploration, etc. Most of the high rank supercomputers listed in Top500 are parallel computers where dozens to thousands of CPUs are connected in parallel. Expression of connection structure of a parallel computer in a graph is called an interconnection network.
The interconnection network is a graph which the processor of a parallel computer is expressed in a node and the communication link in an edge. When a communication link (path) is set between two nodes, the number of edges in the path is called distance, and the largest distance in the network is called diameter. Smaller diameter leads to better network. Interconnection network is divided into mesh [1] class, hypercube [2] class and star graph [3] class. Mesh class network has already been commercialized such as MasPar, Intel Paragon, Touchstone DELTA System, Cray T3D, MIT's J-Machine, etc., [4, 5] . In mesh class network, when the number of nodes is n 2 , the diameter is O(n) mean, while in hypercube class network, when the number of nodes is 2 n , the diameter is O(n). Hypercube class network has been an alternative to mesh class network and has been commercialized into the systems such as iPSC/2, iPSC/860, n-CUBE/2, etc., [2] . In a star graph, when the number of nodes is n!, the diameter is O(n), which is less than mesh or hypercube having the same number of nodes, and thus it has emerged as an alternative.
The node address of star graph is indicated in permutation consisting of n different natural numbers from 1 to n. For example, three-dimensional star graph S 3 has 6 nodes having the addresses of 123, 213, 312, 132, 231, and 321. An edge exists between a node and a node obtained by exchange the first symbol of the node and one of the other symbols. Star graph class is mostly based on how to generate a node in star graph and has difference in how to generate an edge. Star graph class includes hyperstar HS(m,k) [6] , star-crossed cube SCQ(m,n) [7] , folded hyper-star FHS(2n,n) [8] , hierarchical star HS(n,n) [9] , macro star MS(m,n) [10] , transposition graph [11] , matrix star [12] , pancake graph [13] , and half pancake graph [15] .
Embedding means that guest interconnection network G is mapped onto interconnection network H. Once all nodes of G are mapped onto all nodes of H, and all edges of G are mapped onto the path of H, it indicates that G is implemented in H. Embedding measure include expansion, dilation, and congestion [20] . The optimal value of these measure is 1, so values as near as to 1 are desirable. Embedding has an advantage of reducing algorithm development cost with new interconnection network design since algorithm is reusable once a cost as much as embedding cost between two interconnection networks is paid.
The following is the result of embedding in the network of star graph class. Star graph S n embedded onto hypercube Q n with dilation [5] , and n-dimensional mesh embedded onto star graph S n with expansion 1 and dilation 3 [16] . Torus embedded onto star graph S n with dilation 4, and congestion 2 and O(n) according to routing algorithm [17] . Folded hypercube FQ n embedded onto folded hyper-star FHS(2n,n) with dilation 2, and with dilation 1 vice versa [18] . Complete binary trees embedded onto star graph and pancake graph with dilation 1 [19] .
This study provides an embedding algorithm among half pancake graph, pancake graph, and star graph. This paper is constructed as follows: Section 2 describes embedding and defines lemmas and terms used throughout paper. Section 3 suggests three embedding algorithms and analyzes the measure of each algorithm. Finally, a conclusion is made.
Related Work and Preliminaries
This section describes the definition of embedding and each definition and characteristic of half pancake graph (hereafter referred to as half pancake), pancake graph (hereafter referred to as pancake), and star graph (hereafter referred to as star) used in embedding. Finally, this section describes the terms and proves the lemmas used throughout this paper.
Interconnection network G consists of node set V(G) and edge set E(G). Embedding of G in H indicates that V(G) and E(G) are mapped onto H. An embedding function of G to H is f= (ø,ρ) . ø is a function of mapping V(G) in V(H), while ρ is a function of mapping the edge (v,w) of G in the path of H phase connecting ø(v) and ø(w).
A precondition of embedding is that all nodes and edges of G must take part in mapping. However, the nodes and edges of H may not participate in mapping. A node of V(G) is mapped onto a node of V(H) is called one-to-one embedding. Expansion is |V(H)| / |V(G)|. Dilation of edge e of graph G is the length of path ρ(e) in H phase, while dilation of embedding f is the maximum value of dilations of all edges of G. Congestion of edge e' of graph H is the number of ρ(e) included in e, while congestion of embedding f is the maximum value of congestions of all edges of H. The optimal value of dilation and congestion is 1.
As shown in Figure 1 , the nodes of graph G are mapped onto the nodes of graph H with the exact same node address. The number of nodes of G |V(G)| is 7 and the number of nodes of H |V(H)| is 8, so the expansion is 8/7 ≒ 1.14. All nodes of graph G are mapped onto all nodes of graph H at a ratio of 1:1, so it is one-to-one embedding. When the edges (1,2), (1,3) (2,4), (2, 5) , and (3,6) of G are mapped onto H, length of the paths is 1, so the dilation is 1. On the other hand, when the edge (3, 7) of graph G is mapped onto H, length of the path is 2, so the dilation is 2. Accordingly, the dilation of this embedding is 2. The paths where the other edges except edge e are mapped are edge-disjointed with each other, so congestion is 1. However, on the edge (3, 6) of H, the path where the edges (3, 6) and (3, 7) of G are mapped goes, congestion is 2. Therefore, in the embedding of Figure 1 Pancake P n has n-1 degree and is composed of n! nodes and edges. Node . In the address of node P, if p t = {1, 2, 3, ••• , n} and , p i ≠ p j . Edge EP t connects node with node ( ) [21] . The node adjacent to node P by edge EP t is expressed in EP t (P). Fig. 2 shows both a four-dimensional half pancake and a four-dimensional pancake. In five dimensions or more, pancake and half pancake appear differently.
Star S n has degree and is composed of n! nodes and edges. Node . In the address of node S, if and , . Edge ES t connects node with node ( ) [3] . The node adjacent to node S by edge ES t is expressed in ES t (S). Fig. 3 shows a fourdimensional star. In this paper, node address is expressed in permutation, and therefore, it can be thought that node address has the same meaning as permutation. In node , each number is called symbol, the first symbol is s 1 , the last symbol is s n , and the th symbol is .. The → mark between nodes indicates a path or an edge.
Lemma 1 Embedding among pancake, half pancake, and star is one-to-one embedding, and expansion is 1.
Proof Each of pancake, half pancake, and star has n! nodes, and node address is permutation consisting of natural numbers from 1 to n. In all of the six cases (embedding mentioned in 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, and the vice versa), a node of G is mapped onto a single node of H having the address exactly coinciding with its node address. Therefore, this embedding is one-to-one embedding. Expansion is a value of indicating the number of nodes of H to that of G participating in mapping, and in all of the 6 cases,
Lemma 2 Assuming that in a star, a node and , length of the path between the nodes is 3, on the condition of i ≠ j ≠ 1.
Proof The nodes S and T are the nodes with the symbols s i and s j exchanged with each other, and a path between the nodes is as shown below and the length is 3.
Embedding Algorithm
Node mapping is described in Lemma 1, and this section discusses edge mapping. Edge mapping means that the edge of G is mapped onto the path of H. It is assumed that two nodes composing the edge of G are U, and V. Also, it is assumed that the two nodes are mapped onto the nodes X and Y of H by a node mapping function. Here, the shortest path is made with node X as start node and Y as destination node, and dilation is analyzed with length of this path. In addition, paths are made on H for all edges of graph G, and congestion is analyzed with the number of the folded paths.
Embedding of half pancake onto pancake
The edge of half pancake HP n is divided into EH k and EH n . For each of them, dilation is obtained and finally, congestion is obtained.
Theorem 1
In half pancake HP n , one-to-one embedding onto pancake P n is possible with dilation 1, congestion 1, and expansion 1.
Proof It is assumed that a node of HP n is H = and a node of P n is . HP n has edges EH k and EH n . Edge EH k is expressed in (H, EH k (H)), while edge EH n is expressed in (H, EH n (H)). Assuming that node H is mapped onto node P, address of the two nodes is same as per Lemma 1. Accordingly, node H ofEdge EH k of HP n is mapped onto the path in P n with start node as H and destination node as EH k (H). H = and = . According to the definition of the edge of pancake, node and node are connected by edge EP t (t=k). Therefore, edge EH k of HP n is mapped onto P n with dilation 1.
Edge EH n of HP n is mapped onto the path in P n with start node as H and destination node as EH n (H). H = and EH n (H) = . According to the definition of the edge of pancake, node and node are connected by edge EP t (t=n). Therefore, edge EH n of HP n is mapped onto P n with dilation 1.
Edges (H, EH k (H)) and (H, EH n (H)) of HP n are mapped on edge (H, EP t (H)) of P n . Node H is permutation and EP t (H) changes the symbol location of H, so there is no EP t (H) having the same value for H having different values. All edges of HP n are mapped onto the different edges of P n , so congestion is 1. This embedding is one-to-one embedding with expansion 1 under Lemma 1.
Embedding of half pancake onto star
Half pancake HP n is divided into edge EH k and edge EH n . Theorem 2 below describes dilation and congestion in order. For dilation, EH n is described, followed by EH k . Both two are analyzed into even number of n and odd number of n.
Theorem 2
In half pancake HP n , one-to-one embedding onto star S n is possible with dilation 1.5n-2, congestion 6, and expansion 1.
Proof It is assumed that a node of HP n is and a node of S n is . Assuming that node is mapped onto node S, address of the two nodes is same as per Lemma 1.
<Dilation> edge EH n
In half pancake, edge EH n = ( , ) is mapped onto the path of star with start node as and destination node as . Dilation is discussed into odd number of n and even number of n.
If n is an odd number, The symbols of nodes U and V are arranged in reverse order, and the symbols located in the center are the same. Accordingly, when the symbols s 1 and s n , s 2 and s (n-1) , •••, s (n-1)/2 and s (n+3)/2 of U are exchanged, V can be obtained. Permutation of the two symbols is done as per Lemma 2, where the length of the path is 3. However, permutation of s 1 and s n is possible only once, and the symbol s (n+1)/2 located in the center does not move. Therefore, assuming that length of the path between start node U and destination node V is K1, K1 is as follows:
If n is an even number, The symbols of nodes U and V are arranged in reverse order, and no symbol is located in the center. Accordingly, when the symbols s 1 and s n , s 2 and s (n-1) , •••, s (n/2) and s (n/2)+1 of U are exchanged, V can be obtained. Permutation of the two symbols is done as per Lemma 2, where the length of the path is 3. However, permutation of s 1 and s n is possible only once. Therefore, assuming that length of the path between start node U and destination node V is K2, K2 is as follows:
For example, for node 123456 of half pancake HP t , edge EH t = (123456, 654321). The two nodes are mapped onto the nodes having the same addresses as star, and the path of star is as follows:
123456→623451→263451→563421→653421→356421→456321→654321. Length of this path is 1.5n -2 = 1.5 × 6 -2 = 7. In detail, to exchange symbols 2 and 5, and symbols 4 and 3, permutation of the symbols is done three times, and required to exchange for symbol 1 and 6 one more.
<Dilation> edge EH k
In half pancake, edge EH k = ( , ) is mapped onto the path of star with start node as and destination node as . Dilation is discussed into odd number of k and even number of k.
If k is an odd number, The symbols s 1 ~ s k of nodes U and V are arranged in reverse order, and the symbols located in ～ are the same. Accordingly, when the symbols s 1 and s k , s 2 and s (k-1) , …, s (k-1)/2 and s (k+3)/2 of U exchanged, V can be obtained. Permutation of the two symbols is done as per Lemma 2, where length of the path is 3. However, permutation of s 1 and s k is possible only once, and the symbol s (k+1)/2 located in the center does not move. Therefore, assuming that length of the path between start node U and destination node V is K3, K3 is as follows:
When K3= (k-3)/2 × 3 + 1, according to the definition of half pancake, so ≤ ((n/2) + 1 -3) / 2 × 3 + 1 ≤ (n/4-1) × 3 + 1 ≤ 3n/4 -2 ≤ 0.75n -2
If k is an even number, The symbols s 1 ~ s k of nodes U and V are arranged in reverse order, and the symbols located in ~ are the same. Accordingly, when the symbols s 1 and s k , s 2 and s (k-1) , …, s (k/2) and s (k/2)+1 of U are exchanged, V can be obtained. Permutation of the two symbols is done as per Lemma 2, where length of the path is 3. However, permutation of s 1 and s k is possible only once. Therefore, assuming that length of the path between start node U and destination node V is K4, K4 is as follows:
according to the definition of half pancake, so ≤ (n/2 + 1 -2) / 2 × 3 + 1 ≤ (n/2 -1) / 2 × 3 + 1 ≤ (n/4 -0.5) × 3 + 1 ≤ 0.75n -0.5 For instance, in node 123456 of half pancake HP 6 , edge EH 4 = (123456, 432156). The two nodes are mapped onto the nodes having the same address as star, and the path of star is as follows:
123456→423156→243156→342156→432156. Length of this path is 0.75n -0.5 = 0.75 × 6 -0.5 = 4. In detail, to change symbols 2 and 3, symbol permutation is done three times, and one more 1 is required for permutation of 1 and 4.
In summary, K3 ≤ K4 ≤ K1 ≤ K2, so dilation of embedding is 1.5n -2 of K2. <Congestion> For analysis of congestion, how much the paths of star with the edges of half pancake mapped are folded is examined. That is, the number of path going by one edge is congestion of the edge, and congestion of embedding is the largest number among congestions of the edge. Congestion is divided into four: The first and second cases are paths with large congestion with same star node or destination node of the path mapped onto star, while the third and fourth cases are paths with a large congestion with a large dilation. Congestion is the larger one between first case + third case and second case + fourth case.
First, if start nodes of the paths mapped onto star are all the same nodes, Assuming that a node of HP n is and a node of S n with H mapped is , the two nodes have the same address. Assuming that start node of the mapped path is and the destination node is V, the symbols of S and V have a part same as the part where they are arranged in reverse order. Assuming that the part where they are arranged in a reverse order is s 1 , •••, s k , and the symbols s 1 and s k , s 2 and s k-1 , …, s (k/2) and s (k/2)+1 of S are exchanged according to Lemma 1, V can be obtained. Here, when n and k are odd numbers, they have no difference in calculation of congestion from even numbers, so only even numbers are discussed. Therefore, k=n/2+1. The following shows the paths of S n mapped onto the edges of HP n by order. Edge EH t is mapped onto path PH t .
The edges of HP n EH
The paths of mapped PH n = … In the paths PH k and PH n , path of length 3 with the two symbols exchanged under Lemma 2 is omitted.
The start nodes of paths PH t are all same as S, while the symbols of S are all different. Namely, if i ≠ j, s i ≠ s j . If the two paths not include the same edge, the two paths are edgedisjointed. The following shows that these paths are edge-disjointed with each other.
(a) For all nodes in path PH n , the n th symbol is s 1 and the n th symbol of all nodes in all the other paths is s n , so path PH n is edge-disjointed with all the other paths.
(b)For all nodes in path PH k , k th symbol is s 1 and the k th symbol of all nodes in all the other paths except PH n is s n , so path PH k is edge-disjointed with all the other paths.
As mentioned in the above, symbol s 1 exists in path PH k by k th order. Symbol s 1 is present in the same location in individual paths, while it is present in different locations in different paths, so all paths are edge-disjointed with each other. Namely, congestion is 1.
For example, node 123456 of half pancake is connected with nodes 654321, 432156, 321456, and 213456, and the edges combined with node 123456 include (123456, 654321), (123456, 432156), (123456, 321456), and (123456, 213456). These nodes are mapped onto the same address as star, and the paths of star are as follows:
The path mapped onto edge (123456, 654321) is 123456→623451→263451→563421→653421→ … The path mapped onto edge (123456, 432156) is 123456→423156→243156→342156→432156. The path mapped onto edge (123456, 321456) is 123456→321456. The path mapped onto edge (123456, 213456) is 123456→213456. In all the paths, the location of symbol of 1 is different.
Second, if destination nodes of the paths mapped onto star are all same nodes Assuming that and destination node is , the paths are as follows. The first node is a start node.
Assuming that th path is PH j , PH j and PH j+1 are overlapped at the finish (the underlined part) of the path. Also, PH 4 , PH 5 includes PH 2 at the finish of the path, and also includes PH 6 , PH 7 and PH 3 . Therefore, in this case, congestion is 3.
Third, if start nodes of the paths with edge EH n mapped are in all the same threedimensional star.
If the dimension of hypercube and star is three or less, the two graphs are the same graph. If it is one-dimensional, only node 1 exists, and if it is two-dimensional, node 12 and node 21 connected. If it is three-dimensional, nodes 123, 213, 312, 132, 231, and 321 form a circle in order, which is one of the four hexagons in Fig. 3 . Accordingly, in mapping in less than three dimensions, congestion is 1. Edge has the largest dilation when mapped, and if the mapped path is in the same three-dimensional node, congestion is the largest.
In n-dimensional star S n , the addresses of 6 nodes being in the same three dimensions are as follows: Node set a = { , , } Node set b = { , , } The next address of the path started from these nodes exchange the 1 st symbol and the n th symbol. In the next paths, n th symbol is not changed, so the three paths of node set a are edge-disjointed with each other. The same applies to node set b. When the path with the first node of node sets a and b as start node is examined, the same applies to the second and third nodes.
The path of node and node moves the first symbol to the n th symbol, and moves the second symbol to n-1 th symbol. In the paths thereafter, there is no change between the two symbols. n-1 th symbol is each s 2 and s 3 , and two paths are edge-disjointed. In this case, the congestion is 1. Proof Average dilation is the average of edge dilations. HP n has n! nodes and is a regular graph having the same number of edges per node. The sum of dilations of edges connected with each node is the same in all nodes, so the number of edges in all nodes is calculated, and it is not divided by the total number of edges, just the edge connected with one node is calculated, and the average is obtained. Dilation is larger with even number of n than odder number of n, so n is assumed as even number. Here, the number of edges connected with one node is n/2+1. Assuming that average dilation is AK, AK is as follows:
Embedding of Pancake onto Star
Pancake P n has edge EP t . Dilation is analyzed into even number of n and odd number of n.
Theorem 3
In pancake P n , one-to-one embedding onto star S n is possible with dilation 1.5n and expansion 1.
Proof It is assumed that a node of P n is and a node of S n is . Assuming that node P is mapped onto node S, address of the two nodes is same as per Lemma 1, and one-to-one embedding is possible with expansion 1.
In pancake, edge EP t = ( , ) is mapped onto the path of star with start node as and destination node as . Dilation is discussed into even number of n and odd number of n.
If n is an odd number, The symbols s 1 ~ s t of nodes U and V are arranged in reverse order, and the symbols located in s t+1 ~ s n are as mentioned below. Accordingly, when the symbols s 1 and s t , and s t-1 , •••, s (t-1)/2 and s (t+3)/2 of U are exchanged, V can be obtained. Permutation of the two symbols is done as per Lemma 2, and the length of the path is 3. However, permutation of s 1 and s t is possible only once, and the symbol s (t+1)/2 located in the center does not move. Therefore, when length of the path between start node U and destination node V is called K5, K5 is calculated as follows:
When K5= (t-3)/2 × 3 + 1, according to the definition of pancake, so ≤ (n-3)/2 × 3 + 1 ≤ 1.5n -3.5
If n is an even number, The symbols s 1 ~ s t of nodes U and V are arranged in reverse order, and the symbols located in s t+1 ~ s n are same. Accordingly, when the symbols s 1 and s t , s 2 and s t-1 , •••, s t/2 and s t/2 + 1 of U are exchanged, V can be obtained. Permutation of the two symbols is done as per Lemma 2, and length of the path is 3. However, permutation of s 1 and s t is possible only once. Therefore, when length of the path between start node U and destination node V is called K6, K6 is calculated as follows:
When K6= (t-2)/2 × 3 + 1, according to the definition of pancake, so ≤ (n-2)/2 × 3 + 1, Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC ≤ 1.5n -2 K5 ≤ K6, so dilation is 1.5n -2.
For example, for node 123456 of pancake P 6 , edge EP 6 = (123456, 654321). The two nodes are mapped onto the nodes having the same address as star, and the path of star is as follows:
123456→623451→263451→563421→653421→356421→456321→654321. Length of this path is 1.5n -2 = 9 -2 = 7. □
Conclusion
Once network is designed, basically, routing algorithm is necessary between nodes in order to actually implement the network. Based on this routing algorithm, fault tolerant routing, adaptive routing, etc. are developed, and it is necessary to design a lot of algorithms such as broadcasting algorithm capable of collecting and distributing messages, allocation algorithm to allot jobs, and algorithms for task and data migration, and subsequently to develop programs. Embedding makes algorithm developed in network G available in network H by mapping all processors and communication links between the two networks. Although the cost as much as dilation and congestion is required to be paid, embedding has a great effect.
In this study, half pancake HP n was one-to-one embedded onto pancake P n with dilation 1, congestion 1, and expansion 1, and half pancake HP n was one-to-one embedded onto star S n with dilation 1.5n-2, average dilation approximately 0.25n+4, congestion 6, and expansion 1, and pancake P n was one-to-one embedded onto star S n with dilation 1.5n and expansion 1. In the three graphs, diameter increased as degree n increased, so the dilation increased in proportion to n, and incremental coefficient did not exceed 1.5. All expansion values were 1 of optimal value, and congestion was 1 and 6 as constant.
